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EVERYDAY WHITE WAX CANDLE SCENTS
REVIVE: This revitalizing fragrance opens with a bright citrus fusion of grapefruit
and lemon, refreshed by fruity hints of cranberry while the heart unveils rich,
diffusive floral notes of sage and saffron. All of this is embraced by a warm,
sensuous fond of woods and amber, enhanced by distinctive nuances of coffee.
GRAPEFRUIT CURRANT: A sweet, flirty, citrus fruity scent where top notes of red
grapefruit, raspberry, blackcurrant, crisp apple and fresh watermelon lead you to
a floral heart of rose and jasmine. An alluring blend of sandal, amber, musk and
vanilla adds depth to the fragrance.
MOJITO: Lively and vibrant, this exciting scent features a mouth-watering fusion
of Mexican lime with an invigorating breeze of garden mint leaves, delectable sugar
syrup and lashings of Jamaican rum served over cool, crushed ice.
TROPICAL MELON: A cool fruity opening with notes of fresh, pink melon and
juicy green kiwi. The refreshing heart of wild mint is given depth through a base
of silky musk.
MIDNIGHT WOODS: A woody fragrance opening with spicy top notes of cardamom
and black pepper, leading to a rich heart of agar wood, sandalwood, cedar, leather,
patchouli and vetiver. A sensuous blend of amber, vanilla and tonka bean provides a
rich layer at the base.
BERRY SPICE: This fragrance opens with a tantalizing fruity fusion of blackcurrant,
raspberry, cranberry, plum and strawberry enlivened by a rush of sparkling pink
pepper. The floral heart reveals jasmine and violet, wrapped in a base of precious
woods, musk and hints of sugar.

CITRUS VERBENA: A citrus opening with bold notes of blood orange, lemon,
bergamot and verbena combined with basil, eucalyptus and slight fruity hints. The
floral heart of rose, jasmine, lily, ylang-ylang and gardenia descends onto a base of
cedarwood and musk.
SUGAR COOKIE: Sweet sugary aroma of fresh baked sugar cookies.
LAVA: Fresh, mouthwatering smoothie of lush mandarins and ripe cranberries
sweetened by hints of orange, grape and plum.

HOLIDAY WHITE WAX CANDLE SCENTS
FROSTED PINECONE: Fresh citrus peels underlined by green apple, clove and
cinnamon over a dry down of woods and musk.
CRANBERRY SPICE: Blend of different wild red berries enhanced by cinnamon,
apple slices & clove with a touch of vanilla.
CINNAMON SUGAR: Cinnamon bark enhanced by hints of nutmeg, orange peels
and dried wild berries with an undertone of coconut, white musk & vanilla.
PUMPKIN SPICE: This fragrance is the perfect blend of rich, creamy pumpkin
with holiday spices like cinnamon, ginger and clove. A sweet medley of warm
wood notes wrapped in vanilla and caramel rounds out the fragrance creating a
smooth dry down.
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